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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
  On Tuesday, December 8th, the WFRC club held 
the regular monthly indoor meeting in the confines of 
the Monticello Middle School. Attendees for the 
meeting included 4 club officers and 4 members. 
 The business meeting was called to order at 7:05 
PM by club president Joel Dirnberger.
 Meeting minutes for the November meeting were 
approved as published in the December newsletter 
with no additions or corrections. 
 Club treasurer Bill Nybakken gave the balance of 
the treasury as $2797.42 after paying the last portable 
toilet rental of $64.88. That rental unit was removed 
from the field around the last week of October and 
will resume service next April. 
 The floor was opened to receive nominations for 
club vise-president as well as any other office for 2016. 
Mark Shobe who is stepping down as the current vise-
president nominated Drew Holmquist as candidate for 
vise-president. There were no other nominations for 
club officers. With only one candidate for each office 
upon close of nominations; Joel Dirnberger for 
president, Drew Holmquist for vise-president, Bill 
Nybakken for treasurer, Leo Davids for secretary and 
Jeff Nelson for safety officer, the slate of candidates 
was unanimously elected by voice acclamation.
 With our club officers installed for 2016, we can 
now renew our AMA club charter and AMA flying 
field owners' insurance to take advantage of the early 
bird offer that will save us $50 over waiting until next 
January, as is the norm for that annual business. Our 
treasurer cut a check to AMA for $150 to cover this 
cost.

The next meeting is scheduled for 
7:00 PM on Tuesday, January 12th, 

2016. It will be held in Room 29 of  the 
Monticello Middle School. 

 Bill Nybakken had been notified by the Esty family 
that club member Jerry Esty had passed away a couple 
of months ago. The family is interested in having Bill 
find buyers among our club for the aircraft and 
equipment that Jerry possessed. 
 There was a general discussion about the FAA 
registration for model aircraft that is opening up on 
December 21st. For aircraft we currently fly that weigh 
more than 250 grams, we have until February 19th, 
2016, before we have to show a FAA registration to 
continue to fly them unless a legal challenge results in  
an injunction. 
 The meeting was adjourned at 8:14 PM

Show & Tell
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Duane Smallwood brought in his recently completed 
Top Flite North American P-51 Mustang. It is one of 
the original series that Top Flite transitioned from just 
kit to an ARF of their traditional giant scale warbirds. 
It comes built from balsa and plywood, covered with 
Monokote. Duane still had to do a lot a finish building 
along with some reworking. He added Robart 
pneumatic main and tail wheel retracts. There was an 
unassembled cockpit interior he had to finish along 
with adding a pilot. Duane is powering the plane with 
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a large DLE gasoline 2-cycle engine. The radio receiver 
operates 11 servos, including the engine choke. It has a 
wingspan of 84.5” and weighs in the neighborhood of 
20 lbs. Duane has recently purchased a new Futaba 
T14SGA transmitter to set up and fly this giant scale 
plane.

Upcoming Events
MARCEE Swap Meet - Marcee is holding their 
annual swap meet on Saturday, February 6th, at the 
Immanuel Lutheran Church on 104 Snelling Ave. 
South, St. Paul. It will run between 9:00 AM and 10:30 
AM. There is no admission charge for buyers or table 
charge for sellers. Contact Steve Mundt at 
651-646-2195 or www.marcee.org if you have 
questions.
40th Annual TCRC auction - The Twin Cities 
Radio Controllers, Inc. are holding their annual auction 
on Saturday, February 13th. It will be held at Cross 
Point Church on 9801 France Ave., Bloomington. The 
doors open at 7 AM and the auction starts at 9 AM. 
There are quite a few changes to shorten the running 
time of the auction. There is a silent auction for up to 
30 items with $150 reserve. There is a bargain table for 
$20-$30 items. Credit cards will be accepted for 
payment. Pre-registration is open now at http://

www.tcrconline.com/pages/auction.htm

Rudder Trimming 
Preface by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 I received an article from Model Airplane News on 
rudder trimming which gave me pause to consider my 
routine. I normally do the elevator and aileron first just 
as the MAN article recommends. Then my first cut at 
rudder trim is to do a straight 45 degree climb with 
wings level and see whether the plane yaws to the left 
or to the right. 
 I trim the rudder a little at a time and repeat the 
straight 45 degree climb test. If I'm accumulating a lot 
of rudder trim to counter yawing during a climb, I'll 
re-trim the ailerons to reestablish level flight against 
any roll in the direction of the rudder trim I've been 
adding. 
 If I don't have enough power to keep the plane at 
good airspeed throughout the climb, it may require too 
much right rudder trim to fight the torque and p-factor 
as the plane slows way down. So I have to make a 
judgment as to how much right trim I really want to 
end up with to keep the plane from yawing left during 
a climb. It may be more appropriate to go back and 
adjust engine side-thrust so the rudder trim can get 
back closer to neutral.
 Now for the last few years, I have also been doing 
some rudder trimming in the manner the MAN article 
proposes because I'll sometimes notice how the plane 
tracks differently executing a banked turn to the left 
versus to the right. As the MAN article notes, the 
plane may have a natural tendency to climb or dive in a 
banked turn. We might, however, unconsciously 
compensate with elevator to counter what is possibly 
an out-of-trim condition. 
 But when I watch my planes closely, even with 
elevator input to keep the banked turn level, the plane 
will slip in the turn more one direction than the other. 
Slip in a turn is exhibited when the outside wing lags 
behind the inside wing and the nose of the plane 
points up/out rather than aligning to the circular track 
of the turn. Some planes require coordinating rudder 
in a turn to hold the nose alignment, still the amount 
of slip in the turn without rudder coordination should 
be close to the same in either right or left turns if the 
rudder trim is optimum.
 The MAN article bases rudder trim solely on 
whether the plane climbs or dives in a banked turn. 
This may be a bit simplistic as planes will also tend to 
dive in a turn if they are nose heavy (CG too far 
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forward) or climb in a banked turn if they are tail 
heavy (CG too far back). But I have adopted the 
concept that you can use the difference in a plane's left 
and right turn to optimize the rudder trim 2 or 3 clicks 
in many cases. And if you are lazy and use mixing on 
your transmitter to provide some rudder coordination 
off aileron input, rudder trimming will still provide a 
more consistent turn coordination in both directions. 
 One clarification in the following article is that the 
figure eights being referred to are horizontal not 
vertical maneuvers. So you are just doing level turns in 
this manner to repeatedly alternate from left to right to 
see quick comparisons. You could alternate right and 
left hand racetrack patterns if  you prefer. 

Rudder Trimming Article by John Reid from 
Model Airplane News e-newsletter - Dec 11, 2015

 There is a certain order to trimming a plane and that 
can vary a little from pilot to pilot. Most pilots will 
concentrate on the elevator trimming first to keep the 
plane flying a level path. This is especially important if 
the plane wants to dive, then elevator trimming 
becomes the primary important trim for the pilot. In 
most cases you will be trimming the ailerons along 
with the elevator to keep the wings level. Once both 
these control surfaces are trimmed to a comfortable 
standard you can begin trimming out the rudder.
 Now some pilots will not even bother going past 
the elevator/aileron trimming step, and never bother 
to trim the rudder at all. But it is very important to 
trim out the rudder for nice straight and level flight. 
Rudder trimming starts by performing figure eights in 
the sky and watching to see how the plane reacts. If 
you are making a left turn and the plane wants to 
climb during that turn you will need to add left rudder. 
If the plane wants to dive then you will have to add 
right rudder. Now when you are turning the plane to 
the right if the plane wants to climb you will have to 
add in right rudder, likewise if it tends to dive trim in 
left rudder. Continue flying the figure-8’s until your 
plane performs nice smooth turns through the right 
and left banking.
 Keep in mind that throughout this whole process 
you will most likely have to add in small increments of 
both elevator and aileron trim. Generally when you are 
trimming out one control surface it will affect the 
others. So just take your time and realize that trimming 
out a plane can be an ongoing project. This can be 
especially true if your first flight is on somewhat of a 
windy day. Always take wind into consideration when 
trimming your plane that is not to say you shouldn’t 

trim out your airplane on a windy day.   But just 
understand that it may need some slight tweaks the 
next time you fly on a calm day.
 Try trimming out your planes following these 
suggestions and I am sure that you will find your plane 
flying a little better. A properly trimmed out plane is 
always fun to fly and is always worth the time invested 
to get it right.

Registering as a Pilot of Model Aircraft 
with FAA
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 As of December 21st, 2015, the FAA has a website 
to register yourself as a pilot of model aircraft that 
weigh between 250 grams and 25 Kilograms. 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/registration/
 The only way you can get the certificate that FAA 
will require for flying this weight range of model 
aircraft is to go to their website and enter your name, 
address and email, along with a credit card for valid 
identification. Your credit card account will incur a 
charge of $5 to register that will be refunded if you 
complete the registration by midnight January 20th, 
2016. Model aircraft that you currently own/operate 
must have your registration number affixed on them 
by February 19th, 2016, to continue to legally fly them. 
Per the FAA's website, “People who do not register 
could face civil and criminal penalties”.
 Generally, you are not exempt from the FAA 
registration requirement even if you belong to the 
AMA and have that number affixed to your aircraft, 
nor fly only on the club field or even on your own 
private property. If you fly indoors, then the aircraft 
doesn't need a FAA registration number affixed to it. 
As well as having the FAA registration number on 
your aircraft, you need to have a FAA proof of 
registration with you when flying. These can be printed 
from the FAA website after you register. The 
registration needs to be renewed every three years to 
remain valid.
 The AMA is currently urging our members to delay 
registering until the February 19th date in hopes that 
through court action they can enjoin the FAA from 
requiring us to register possibly because it is redundant 
to what we are already required to do as AMA 
members. It is your decision what to do and should 
not effect your membership standing in our WFRC 
club nor the AMA. 
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FPV Flying at Hayes Field 
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Our club must consider some rules regarding if and 
how the (F)irst (P)erson (V)iew operation of model 
aircraft should be allowed from our field. Typically, for 
the line of sight operation that is conducted from our 
field now, we have about a 1500 ft. rectangular area 
enclosing our 350 ft. by 600 ft. flying field which we 
can safely fly over. Outside of that we have the Xcel 
Power Plant property on the north and west, the 
Mississippi River and Montissippi Park on the east and 
south that we cannot be overflying. 
 Without benefit of FPV, intentionally flying too far 
to the west, north or east has been pretty well self 
regulated due to natural capability for line of sight 
from the field's designated flight line. With the advent 
of affordable radio/video gear, a person flying at our 

field could fly their aircraft out of sight and well past 
all the safe overfly area adjacent to the 350'x600' field 
that we maintain.
 I have just read a ruling by a local Twin Cities club's 
board of directors that simply states that only line of 
sight operation will be allowed piloting an aircraft 
from their club fields. If FPV equipment is associated 
with an aircraft flight, it can only be used to give a 
“passenger ride” and never by the pilot himself while 
flying the aircraft.
 I'm not sure what some of the other local clubs are 
doing to regulate FPV flying at their fields. But we 
need to do something because we have the county 
park and the power plant close enough that mishaps 
would jeopardize our ability to maintain our club field 
on that property. 

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids

Café Express 
Want club logo apparel & other items? Shop here: 

http://www.cafepress.com/wrightflyersrc. 
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